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Abstract :  Blockchain (BC), the knowledge behind the Bitcoin cryptocurrency system, is measured to endure as appealing and 

important to provide increased security and confidentiality used for various applications in several substitute areas – together with 

the Internet of Things (IoT).  ecosystem. Cryptocurrency, Associate in encoded, peer-to-peer network to simplify digital exchange, 

a technology introduced 13 years ago. Bitcoin, the primary and most popular cryptocurrency, is flagging the way as an unyielding 

technology to long-standing and immutable monetary payment systems that have been operating for several decades. while it doesn't 

appear that cryptocurrencies could without a doubt replace traditional presentation currencies, they could change the way the world's 

internet-connected markets deal with each other, reimbursement blockages end the regularization of national currencies and 

discussions. The technology is advancing at a fast pace and also the achievement of the given technology is somehow only 

conventional in the market, on which they are trying to strengthen. 
 

Index Terms – Crypto currency, Blockchain. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

  The emergence of cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies is part of a larger wave of technologies that help peer-to-

peer (P2P) trading, individualize goods, and make inventions more flexible. To extend the motifs, this wave gained power after the 

global financial crisis a decade ago. giant digital stages like Alibaba, Amazon, Uber, and Airbnb are replacing the area unit with a 

few brick-and-mortar stores, supply companies, and long-term employee relationships. 

The intention of blockchain technologies is to travel one era further. They establish P2P connections and P2P data flows, 

while corporations that operate on digital platforms do not. It remains to be seen whether or not these technologies can completely 

eliminate marketers, or whether new types of certain third parties may emerge. 

The field of cryptocurrencies is the primary and most advanced application of blockchain technologies. They produce cash 

while central banks do not and facilitate payments while monetary institutions do not. The reach of many cryptocurrencies puts a 

competitive strain on the way current monetary institutions do business. However, serious boundaries have become illusory. 

decentralized pooling of markets, even if you are not sure, intermediaries are often very expensive, and also the explosiveness of 

the value of cryptocurrencies can be a huge problem in changing them to an alternative medium of exchange. various possible 

applications of blockchain technologies, as smart contracts with decentralized records and opensource community systems can 

become more transformative than cryptocurrencies. The current research unit seems to end up with long-term inventions, even if 

existing applications don't stand the look of your time. 

The emergence of blockchain technologies has sparked a burst of activity in Europe and Central Asia (ECA), where people 

are using cryptocurrencies for cross-border trade and as theoretical investments. Area unit of start-up corporations mining 

cryptocurrencies and providing blockchain services. The government area unit is experimenting with blockchain technologies to 

create its facilities more secure and also much more transparent. several factors offer fertile ground for these events in ECA. many 

governments actively fund innovation by start-ups. The government area unit almost needs to adjust and modify its services. The 

lack of belief in an existing monetary intercession makes cryptocurrencies remarkably different in some republics. Cryptocurrencies 

are used to circumvent cross-border transfers. low-cost electricity sparks cryptocurrency mining. 

Cryptocurrencies and blockchain technologies create a spread of strategy challenges. They embody the requirement to (a) apply 

guidelines of monetary omission, client safety, and tax management whereas at an equivalent time inspiring and enabling 

innovation; (b) influence the huge capacity of electricity accustomed my cryptocurrencies; and (c) verify whether or not 

administrations and central banks will use blockchain technologies to boost their services. Officials should realize a balance between 

curb the promotional material and unbridling probably transformational new openings. International harmonization is required to 

share best practices, dodge restrictive arbitrage, and discover the way to control world redistributed networks. 

Cryptocurrency: 

Cryptocurrency is associated in coded digital money that comes with the technique of cryptanalysis. The first cryptocurrency Bitcoin 

was created by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 and has remained in flux since 2009. Since then, it has undergone changes to create the 

most prominent cryptocurrency and, as a result, the defining phrase for cryptocurrencies and digital coins. Figure 1 shows that 
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Bitcoin's value, which as of the end of 2017 was around $20,000, now maintains a median of about $8,000. Technically, "mine" a 

cryptocurrency refers to enabling devices to connect to the network and approve transactions in exchange for fees that are 

denominated in that currency. Even though it is currently exceedingly difficult to mine Bitcoin, its enormous potential and worth 

have drawn other miners and innovators to be a part of this expanding market. Since it was first imposed, the total supply of bitcoins 

has exhibited an exponential growth tendency. 

 
Figure: total bitcoin in circulation and its market price since 2009 

 Cryptocurrency is an encoded digital currency that cannot be shown, in contrast to banknotes. Although it is yet uncertain whether 

bitcoin is a longer-term coinage because to the recent quick rise in costs and interactions, its implications and potential repercussions 

shouldn't be understated. We'll quickly discuss the history, important choices, and experiences with cryptocurrencies in this part. 

Those curious about another elaborate overview of bitcoin and cryptocurrency technology square measure said. online payments 

square measure a popular variety of group actions at the moment than they were years ago, and spending intermediary stages like 

PayPal have increased privacy protection and security more for online payments. However, the use of cryptocurrency blunts several 

disadvantages of the current class action system by combining cryptographic techniques. the most important options of the 

cryptocurrency square measures that: it uses distributed management so that the customer and the merchant create a group action 

between themselves directly (peer-to-peer), dealers can remain anonymous, so that privacy is compromised in most cases the square 

of records is measured permanently, it is universally applicable, economically and without fear of double payment. Cryptocurrency 

has dimmed the eyes of many scholars over the past decade. Doubts and debates regarding its functions as a real currency on the 

side of the unwanted cryptocurrency market bubble are available. until the current result, the market strength of bitcoin has been 

evaluated, while some researchers who focused on exposing/predicting bitcoin come volatility using the style of techniques. several 

researchers are looking for the determinants of bitcoin and have examined many factors across disciplines, for example, political 

uncertainty, economic process, world uncertainty, cost of production, user characteristics, economic regulation, and economic 

pressure. 

 

Blockchain: 

Blockchain technology, which underpins Bitcoin and serves as the foundation for a number of other cryptocurrencies, is intrinsically 

related to the significant influence of cryptocurrencies. Blockchain adopted distributed ledger technology and made it possible for 

bitcoin transactions between a client and a merchant to be digitally safeguarded during the course of an always-accessible distributed 

ledger without requiring centralized authorization. Since every single record is time-stamped, stored and collected during the clear 

information, overwriting and corruption are prevented in the greatest amount. so as to achieve regionalization and avoid the 

management of a central expert, technically making everyone an authority, each node in this peer-to-peer network keeps a record 

of the entire record during the irretrievable tree-building chain to confirm integrity in a tamper-proof system method. Blockchain 

technology has proven its advantages and attracted the attention of applications during a large selection of subjects in addition to 

the financial and banking sectors, such as smart contracts, insurance, education, digital identity, healthcare, food supply, 

governance, energy, digital rights, elections. and the web of things. 

Blockchain is a relatively new technology that seeks to accomplish decentralization, real-time peer-to-peer operation, anonymity, 

transparency, irreversibility, and integrity in widespread application. But it's important to remember that this technology still has 

flaws and difficulties that need to be taken into account. Its performance is one shortcoming of each that jumps out. Since each 

network node must ratify each group activity, this process can take longer than it would in a centralized system. based on timing 

data obtained from the blockchain.com, The hashing process used by the bitcoin network involves about 50 million tera hashes (or 

trillions of hashes) each second. It's interesting to note that this network verification method consumes a lot of energy and calls for 

powerful hardware and good storage. The adoption of blockchain, however, can dramatically lower operational and group action 

costs when compared to the state-of-the-art systems. For the majority of people and institutions, maintaining blockchain using the 

present, well-established infrastructure remains a challenging technology or concept. Given that the nature of blockchain as a 

foundational technology necessitates a complete replacement of the current systems, it should take several years for it to realise its 

full potential and progressively permeate the economic and social infrastructure.in addition to the aforementioned disadvantages, 

there square measures complicated limiting issues for blockchain technology to be promoted because a think tank action system. In 

addition, there is evidence of blockchain hacking, and it is clear that the significant price of the cryptocurrency has attracted not 

only developers and investors, but also cybercriminals. To overcome these limitations, developers and researchers are improving 

this technology using various approaches, and therefore most have focused on enhancing security and privacy. The authors divided 

the challenges of blockchain into eight completely different aspects and selected the corresponding solutions up to 2016. More 

current developments and discussions can be found such as the adoption of business methods, localization and quantum resilience. 
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EXISTING SYSTEMS: 

WazirX: 

You may have seen or heard a lot of talk about the cryptocurrency app WazirX on social media. The fact that WazirX has its own 

coin called WRX and can be bought using INR makes it distinctive compared to other cryptocurrencies. This cryptocurrency 

exchange program allows you to make debits using INR, US Dollar, BTC, and even P2P. You can invest in other cryptocurrencies 

using the previous cryptocurrency WRX. Additionally, the availability of several contests in the application's information section 

makes it more well-liked. These contests offer the opportunity to win money. An app passcode or 2FA, which is enabled in phone 

settings, can be used to secure a user's account. 

 

 
 

Both senders and recipients are subject to a 0.2 percent fee from WazirX. Through NEFT, RTGS, IMPS, and UPI, deposits of at 

least Rs 100 can be made to the WazirX folder. While UPI transactions are free of charge, NEFT, RTGS, and IMPS all have contract 

fees of Rs 5.9. 

 

Uno coin: 
A number of cryptocurrencies are supported by Uno coin, which has a straightforward user boundary. The customer must create an 

account when registering for the application and ensure that all Know Your Customer (KYC) requirements are met. Customers can 

automatically sell from the profile card using the app's capability for planned sales. Customers of Uno coin pay a fee of 0.7 percent 

on the purchase and sale of their goods, which is a higher rate than WazirX. A minimum of 60 days must pass before this share 

expires. The customer is then advanced to a gold affiliate status and charged a fee of 0.5% by the app. 

 
WazirX has a maximum withdrawal value of Rs 1000; Uno Coin allows any amount over that. However, there are no costs involved 

when a customer uses NEFT, RTGS, IMPS, or UPI to deposit money into Uno coin. Accordingly, there are transaction costs of 2 

percent when using the Mobi Kwik wallet, and there are fees set by the banks for using debit or credit cards that the consumer must 

pay as well. Through finger ID and an access code, Uno Coin offers biometric security measures. The software will log the user out 

if they enter the incorrect code and biometric ID, though. 

 

 

CoinDCX: 
The most flexible trading app for digital assets in the nation is CoinDCX. Up to 200+ cryptocurrency coins can be bought or sold 

by the user. Additionally, a one-time password (OTP) sent to the registered user's telephone number and email ID streamlines the 

process of signing up for and using the app. 

The user can find a wealth of information on investing in cryptocurrencies and how they function in the virtual world on the Settings 

tab of the application. With a minimum withdrawal limit of Rs 1,000 and a 0.1 percent transaction fee, CoinDCX is a cryptocurrency 
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exchange. In order for users to trade cryptocurrencies, this cryptocurrency exchange app only accepts Indian Rupees (INR). The 

user can fund the account with cash using NEFT, IMPS, RTGS, UPI or bank transfer. 

 
CoinDCX provides higher security measures to the user. To Start trading in this app user, need to authenticate using google 

Authentication app. User also need to set up a withdrawal PIN to confirm the withdrawal they make. 

 

 

 

 

ZebPay: 

Another well-known app for trading cryptocurrencies among peers is ZebPay. It is one of the oldest bitcoin trading apps available. 

To begin trading, you must register and give complete KYC information by phone number. A refer-and-earn feature is offered by 

the platform. Therefore, for a year, the user will receive 50% of the trading fees generated through their connections if they are 

successful in convincing friends to sign up with Zeb pay and trade cryptocurrencies through it. Users of UPI can deposit a minimum 

of Rs. 100 and Rs. 1000 for other payments. 

 
All supports of Zebpay are charged costs. It charges 0.0001 BTC in association fees per month. By actively investing in it, the 

software claims that the user can avoid fees. Both the sender and receiver fees for Zebpay are 0.15%. The cost is only 0.10 percent, 

though, if a user trades (buys and sells) on the same day. For all coins, Zebpay offers free deposits. While 1.77 percent is charged 

for internet banking, a fee of Rs 15 is incurred if a customer deposits via UPI. For every removal, Zeb Pay also charges a fee of Rs 

10 (or 0.0006 BTC in bitcoin). 
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CoinSwitch Kuber: 

A common form of advertisement during the most recent IPL was CoinSwitch Kuber. Funding from well-known VC firms and 

investors, including Sequoia and others, has been acknowledged at the Coinswitch kuber stage. The user is granted the ability to 

trade up to 100 or more cryptocurrencies, and it offers the best market exchange rates. Utilizing their mobile number, users can 

open accounts. The KYC procedure must be finished before the user can begin trading. 

 
The user is given a 4-digit PIN code to protect the program. The first 100,000 users of CoinSwitch Kuber will receive 100 days of 

free trading. People were attracted to CoinSwitch Kuber by its straightforward operator interface and combative marketing. This 

cryptocurrency program allows users to deposit INR using NEFT, Bank Transfer, and UPI. The site does not, however, disclose 

information regarding the security procedures it has in place to safeguard cryptocurrency assets. The overall service method needs 

work, and the trading specifics lack detail. 

 

PROPOSED SYSTEM: 

the proposed system presents the workflow diagram of the system. In this system user has to register using KYC method. And after 

approval from the admin user will get the account number (user Id) through message on registered mobile number through which 

user can login and start the trading. 

 

Figure: Proposed System 

 

DATA FLOW ANALYSIS: 

This project gives information about the cryptocurrency.  The administrator can upload information related to the cryptocurrency. 

And user can register and trade the coins among other peers and buy or sell the coins with other peers. 

Admin:  

The figure below shows the brief detailed flow analysis to the administrator module. In this system administrator can add the crypto 

currency and change the crypto currency value, approve user profile and produces user report. user can’t login to the application 

without approval from the administrator. 
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Figure: dfa to admin module 

  

 

User: 

The figure below shows the brief detailed flow analysis to the User module. In this system user has to register using KYC and after 

approval from the administrator user gets the unique account number (User Id) in the form of message on registered mobile number 

using which user can login to the system and can buy and sell the crypto coins. 

 
Figure: dfa to user module 
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USE CASE DIAGRAMS: 

This Use case provides the information about the administrator and client related information in this system, the use case shows 

how the client and the administrator role are defined and flow of the work. 

 

use case diagram for administrator module 

 

use case diagram for user module  

IMPLEMENTATION: 

Perpetration is the stage where the theoretical style becomes an functional system. Once the layout is complete, utmost of the most 

important selections regarding the system are made. The thing of the cryptographic part is to restate the appearance of the system 

into law during a given artificial language. For a given style, the thing in this section is to apply the look in the absolute stylish way.  

 The cryptographic part deeply affects all testing and conservation. Since the cost of testing and maintaining an area of computer 

law far exceeds that of cryptography, the thing of cryptography should be to reduce testing and conservation sweats. therefore, 

within cryptography, the main thing should be to develop programs that can be fluently scrutinized and perceived by the area unit, 

and not just to develop programs that can be fluently written.  

  

 Overview of the language used  

On November 19, 2007, Microsoft.NET Framework3.5 and Visual Basic9.0 were both made available. 
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• A true tentative driver to replace the "If" function called "If (condition as Boolean, true part, false part)" is one of the many 

innovations that Microsoft has included for this release. 

• Unidentified types 

• LINQ compatibility Lambda expressions "XML literals" 

• Form a conclusion 

• Extension designs 

 

 Microsoft visual studio  

The industry-leading programming toolkit for tablet programmers from Microsoft is called Visual Studio. It focuses on the 

environment of related tangled distribution that programmers independently build and Internet services that function on any 

Microsoft-supported platform. Web Framework (for all performances from 6). The Java Virtual Machine, which colorful java tools 

do not target, is one of the supported platforms, along with Microsoft Windows, servers and workstations, Pocket PCs, good phones, 

and global Internet cybersurfs.  

 

Visual studio 2008  

The introduction of generics, which resemble C templates in a number of ways, was the most significant language improvement in 

this edition. By encouraging the use of strict type checking in situations where it was previously completely impossible, this will 

significantly increase the number of crimes that are discovered at collect time rather than run time. C together entered the same 

upgrade with the addition of C/ CLI, which is intended to change operation Managed C. Invaluable new features of Visual Studio 

2008 include "Development Developer," which enables operation styles to be valid before deployment, "Assign a Degree Bettered 

Internet Business Terrain Combined with VB.NET2.0," and "Cargo Testing," which allows operations to be tested under a variety 

of styles from hundreds of drug users. Together, Visual Studio 2005 adds ferocious 64- bit support. while the event wrapper itself 

only exists as a 32- bit operation, visual C 2005 supports compendium for (x64AMD64 and EM64T) analogous to IA- 64 (Itanium). 

The SDK platforms include 64- bit and 64- bit performances of the libraries.  

 

 .NET frame SDK  

The XML Internet services and post-generation operations are supported by the NET frame, a related Windows component. The 

Common Language Runtime and also are important components of the.NET frame workspace unit. An order library for web frames 

that supports Windows forms, VB.NET, and.NET Framework. The. NET Framework offers a setting for controlled prosecution, 

streamlined creation and administration, and integration with appropriate programming language style. 

The following corridor makes up this frame. 

 Language Runtime Common (CLR) 

 Libraries with basic order. 

 Using VB.NET, design online operations that are accustomed to working with objects 

 Use of Windows forms to exploit a powerful consumer computer application 

 Web forms for reporting internet abuse 

 Working overview of the .NET frame  

 A brand-new computing platform called the. NET Framework makes it easier to create operations in a highly dispersed network 

environment. The.NET Framework is meant to fulfil the following goals. 

• provide the same object-familiar programming whether the computer law is transmitted online or not, or kept and dead at 

home. 

• Provide settings for law enforcement that reduce confrontations with drug packaging and releases. 

 Why Provide legal environments for the safe enforcement of both domestic and foreign laws, including those authored by 

unidentified or mostly untrusted third parties. 

• Provide a legal system that does not suffer from the performance drawbacks of confined or compartmentalized 

environments. 

 

Making inventor moxie compatible with a variety of activities, including Windows and web operations. The .NET framework has 

2 main components: the common language runtime and also the .Net framework category library. The basis of the .NET framework 

is a common language runtime module. you will be able to think of the runtime as an agent that manages the code at execution time, 

and remote control, while jointly implementing strict sorting safely and alternative kinds of code precision that actually guarantee 

safety and sensibility, the basic idea of code management can be the principle of the runtime. 

Code is categorized as managed or unmanaged depending on whether it targets a runtime environment recognized by the UN or 

not. Managed code targets a runtime environment. category library, the opposing core component of the.NET frameworks, is a 

thorough, object-oriented collection of reusable types that you can use to create applications ranging from historical or graphical 

user interface (FGUI) applications to those built on the most recent innovations offered by VB.NET, such as internet forms and 

XML internet services. 

Unmanaged elements that load the common language runtime into their processes and start the execution of managed code can host 

the.NET framework. The VB.NET application and XML Internet Services are both modified by VB.NET, and each of these topics 

is covered in more detail later in this article. An example of an unmanaged application hosted by the runtime is net person (in the 

form of a MIME sort extension). In Hypertext Markup Language texts, managed elements or window form controls can be entered 

using the human-to-host runtime victimization network. This hosting of the runtime enables mobile code akin to Microsoft Active 

Xr controls with significant improvements that only managed code can offer, such as semi-trusted execution and secure 

communication. 

We can use the .NET framework to develop subsequent variants of applications and services 

• Console applications 

• Windowed graphical user interface of the application (Windows Forms) VB.NET application 
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• XML Internet Services 

• Windows Services 

 

Common language runtime (clr) 

Runtime services including memory, method, and thread management, language integration, security enforcement, and the common 

language runtime (CLR) are all paid for separately. Additionally, it plays a role during development when tools like dynamic 

binding, cross-language exception handling, extensive naming lifecycle management sorting, etc. reduce the amount of code needed 

to demonstrate business logic as a reusable piece. In order to construct network applications with ASP.NE and further release 

Microsoft SQL Server, the runtime environment will be hosted by high-performance server-side programs like Microsoft Net Info 

Services (IIS). Through the usage of this architecture, you may encapsulate your business logic in code that is "managed" by 

the.NET Framework and still benefit from the top-tier performance of enterprise servers that enable runtime hosting. 

 

Vb.NET 

These forms are what we frequently work with in Visual Basic. These constitute a society with a chic set of categories, and they are 

the lowest we tend to build, develop, and use. Use of controls and different tools from the toolbox are made possible by forms for 

the people of North America. They create square measurements in VB.NET that are supported by the program. Windows. System 

is the verb, which is also the namespace for Forms. Windows. Forms. Due to its need on the management category, the shape 

category might share a number of methods and attributes with various controls. 

When we open a brand-new project in Visual Basic, the dialog that appears first is the one that sounds like the image below. Since 

we tend to do square measurements when working with Windows applications (Forms), you should select the Windows application 

and click OK. 

Ado.NET 

Information vaults exposed using OLE and ODBC audio, as well as information vaults akin to Microsoft SQL Garçon and XML, 

are all harmoniously accessible through ADO.NET. Rumpus.NET will be used by customer operations that share information to 

connect to these information treasuries and retrieve, modify, and upgrade the information they hold. Information access and 

information manipulation are divided by ADO.NET into independent corridors that can be employed on a single base or a two-for-

one base. For connecting to information, running commands, and receiving responses, ADO.NET comes with the NET Frame 

information provider. These findings are either immediately reused, added to a Rumpus.NET Dataset of objects to be accessible in 

a utilised announcement ad hoc fashion, mixed with data from other sources, or always between layers. The ADO.NET Dataset 

object can be used to manage information that is either native to the operation or obtained from XML without relying on the NET 

Framework information provider. XML orders setup in System.Xml.dll are combined with SquaremeasureofADO.NET orders setup 

in System.Data.dll, which was previously the System's aggregation law. There are references to both System.Data.dll and 

System.Xml.dll in the data namespace. Similar to the ease that ActiveX information Objects (ADO) offers to native object model 

(COM) developers, ADO.NET provided innovators who were building managed law with convenience. 

 

Ado.NET factors 

TherearetwoADO.NET factors that a stoner can use to pierce and consume data  

•. NET Framework data providers. 

 • Data train  

 

.Net frame data providers 

The NET Framework's knowledge providers are simple components that are specifically made for manipulating knowledge and 

providing limited, forward-only, read-only access to knowledge. For the knowledge menu, the association object offers a property. 

The command object gives users access to instructional commands for transferring or reacquiring parameter data as well as 

commands for retrieving knowledge, changing knowledge, running processes on hold, and returning knowledge. Information from 

the information source is excellently fanned out by the information accessory. At some point, the Dataset object and the data supply 

are connected by knowledge, information, and knowledge the accessories. specialized knowledge Each time a dataset is loaded with 

data, the appurtenant utilizes the statement object to run SQL statements on the information source and sync changes to the dataset's 

information with the information source.  

 

Datafile 

ADO.NET Dataset has been specifically created to allow for independent access to data from any information source. Because of 

this, it can be used to manage information that is specific to the operation or with more diverse information sources that use XML. 

An information set consists of a set of one or more Data Table objects built up to knowledge rows and columns, as well as relational 

data related to the information in the Data Table objects and their primary key, foreign key, constraints, and constraints themselves. 

 

 

Advantages of Ado.NET 

AdvantagesofADO.NET over former performances of ADO and over other data access factors. These benefits fall into the following 

orders 

 1. Interoperability 

 2. Maintainability 

 3. Programmability 

 4. Scalability  

 

Access to Microsoft office 

Previously known as Microsoft Access, it is a Microsoft online database management solution that integrates the Microsoft Jet 

relational information system with a plates program and software development tools. is a part of the Microsoft plant-focused app 

suite, which is either included in the excellent and better edition or is available as a subscription package. The current version of 
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Microsoft Access 2010—formerly known as Microsoft Workplace Access 2007—was made available by Microsoft in Workplace 

2010 in mid-May 2010. The Access Jet information system's proprietary format for storing knowledge is used by Access. 

Additionally, knowledge that is kept in databases and operations of volition can be imported or sourced. 

 

FEATURES: 

 User registration using KYC method. 

 Support tracking of prices of cryptocurrencies. 

 No-fee trading. 

 User gets unique account number and notification in the form of message on registered mobile number. 

 User can debate the any money more than 5000. 

 User can buy any number of different crypto coins. 

 Set alerts for precision decisions about crypto prices. 

 User can trade the coin among the other peers. 

 

 

FUTURE WORK: 

 Update API Used to the latest Version release. 

 Connecting the system to real time run environment. 

 Add Activity View for Favourites and attach it to the Navigation Drawer in favourites section. From favourites users 

can highlight coins they are interested in or prefer and just get monitor them directly. 

 Add Activity View for User Profile and attach it to the Navigation Drawer. Here users can add their profile and maybe 

even list crypto's they are interested in. 

RESULT (SCREEN SHOTS) 

 

 
admin and user login: 

 

 
user registration: 
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admin home page: 

 

 
add coin: 

 

 

 
update coin: 
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user registration: 

 

 
user registration message: 

 

 
account approval: 
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account approval and login credential message: 

 

 

 
user home page 

 

 
buy coin: 
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sell coin: 

 

 

 
user account balance: 

 

CONCLUSION: 

The present world offers opportunities for both centralized and decentralized models, and blockchain technology may be rather 

balancing in this area. The blockchain is a disruptive idea at first, like any new technology, but it may eventually foster the growth 

of a bigger ecosystem that embraces both traditional practices and cutting-edge innovation. With the use of an investment in the 

form of INR or US dollars, this project application facilitates the exchange of digital money among users and offers a secure setting 

for doing so. 
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